Tremendous interest has surfaced recently on the use of guided waves in pipe inspection
Introduction
Interest in the guided wave inspection of pipes has peaked during the last decade because of the possibility of inspecting long lengths of pipe from a single probe position. The potential for inspection of pipes under insulation, soil, or tar, those embedded in concrete, and those generally hidden from sight is becoming realized. For general reading and a review on guided waves, see ͓1-6͔. Textbooks containing fundamental topics in guided wave analysis can be found in ͓7-11͔. Early work that serves as background in pipe analysis is presented in ͓12-30͔. Recent published works on pipe inspection with guided waves can be found in ͓31-55͔. The current thinking on wave resonance tuning to optimize defect detection, location, classifications, and sizing potential is introduced in ͓56 -59͔. Some computational techniques to assist the inspection process for defect classification and sizing analysis can be found in ͓60-63͔.
Material presented in this paper goes beyond earlier works and emphasizes the wave resonance tuning approach to defect analysis and improved penetration power. The wave tuning exercise is illustrated with a defect cluster detection experiment in a pipe followed by some analytical and experimental tuning of guided waves in a coal tar coated pipe. Excellent results were obtained.
Theory
In general, there are two basic methods for constructing multilayer waveguide solutions, the transfer matrix method ͓64,65͔, and the global matrix method ͓66͔. Although, the global matrix method tends to be more computationally inefficient, it has the benefits of simplicity, and an inherent numerical stability that can be difficult to achieve in the transfer matrix method ͓4,64 -67͔. Thus, the global matrix method is used here to describe the multilayer, hollow cylinder waveguide. A schematic representation of the layer system is shown in Fig. 1 .
The derivation begins with Navier's equation of motion ͑1͒, where u is the displacement field, and are the Lamé constants for the material, and is the density, where the vector operations are performed in the cylindrical coordinate system. Due to the correspondence principle, it is not necessary to distinguish between elastic and viscoelastic layers ͓68͔. Layers are considered elastic when the material constants are purely real numbers, while layers are visco-elastic when the material constants are complex.
Although Navier's equation is intractable in this form, it can be reduced into scalar and vector wave equations by the method of Helmholtz, ͑2͒, where the displacement field is assumed to be a combination of the gradient of a scalar potential field, ⌽, and the curl of a vector potential field, H, with the additional constraint that ٌ•Hϭ0 ͓9͔.
uϭٌ⌽ϩٌϫH
(2)
Thus, the resulting wave equations are ͑3͒ and ͑4͒, where ͑3͒ represents the longitudinal wave motion in the structure and ͑4͒ represents the shear wave motion; c 1 and c 2 are the longitudinal and shear wave velocities of the medium.
If Eqs. ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ are solved entirely, a theoretical solution will be developed that represents all modes of propagation in the hollow cylinder, including the axially symmetric, nonaxially symmetric and torsional guided wave modes ͓15,17͔. However, the axially symmetric guided wave solution can be isolated by assuming that only the theta component of the vector potential field is nonzero and that both the vector and scalar potential fields are only functions of coordinates r and z ͓9͔. Assuming time harmonic motion in the z coordinate direction, the solution of the scalar and vector wave equations is ͑5͒ and ͑6͒.
The quantities involved in the solution are defined as follows: (SϪ) , are the unknown amplitude constants for longitudinal and shear waves propagating in the layer in the outward and inward directions, is the angular frequency, k is the wave number, and ␣ and ␤ are given by ͑7͒. The functions H n 1,2 (z) are the nth order Hankel functions of the first and second kind. Hankel functions are used instead of Bessel functions because they provide better numerical stability when seeking solutions in the range of phase velocities where individual wave components become nonpropagating across the layers.
In order to construct the boundary conditions for the problem, it is necessary to make the layer matrix specific to a particular layer and interface. Inserting the appropriate elastic or viscoelastic material properties into the layer matrix, and inserting the radius of the boundary or interface that is being considered accomplishes this. The notation that is used here is to use subscripts to indicate the layer, and radius of the layer is being evaluated, such that ͓⌳ 12 ͔ is the layer matrix evaluated for the first layer at its outside radius as defined by Fig. 1 . An additional matrix, ͓⌫͔, is defined as the lower 2ϫ4 submatrix of the layer matrix, ͓⌳͔. This matrix is used to prescribe the boundary conditions on the free surfaces, where the displacement components of the layer matrix must be omitted. The specific boundary conditions for the problem are the vanishing of normal and shear stresses and the free surfaces of the problem, and the continuity of stress and displacement at the interfaces between layers. Using the matrix formalism of ͑8͒, each boundary condition for the problem can be prescribed. The total set of boundary conditions can then be constructed into a global matrix equation. For instance, the global matrix equation for a four-layer system is ͑9͒. This matrix contains the layer matrices for each layer, evaluated at the interfaces where a boundary condition is prescribed. The subvectors ͕A͖ contain the unknown amplitude constants for the layers. The next step towards solving the boundary value problem for the multi-layer hollow cylinder is to generate the equations for the displacement and stress fields in the layer. The displacement field is generated by substituting the scalar and vector potential solutions into Eq. ͑2͒. The stress field is derived by consecutively applying the strain-displacement and stress-strain constitutive equations to the displacement field equations. The displacement and stresses are expressed in a matrix format as in ͑8͒, where ͓⌳͔ is called the layer matrix.
To obtain a nontrivial solution for the problem, the determinant of the global matrix must equal zero, resulting in a dispersion equation for the layer system. Aside from the material constants for each layer, there exists a single independent variable of frequency, and a single dependent variable of wave number. A plot of the wave number roots versus, frequency yields the dispersion curve for the structure.
The roots of the dispersion equation can be real, imaginary, or complex ͓69͔. For elastic waveguides, the roots will be either real or imaginary, where the real roots describe a wave mode that is propagating with no attenuation, and the imaginary roots describe non-propagating wave modes. Complex roots exist when material attenuation is included in the model. These roots describe a propagating wave mode that is attenuating with distance from the source ͓69͔. This is the type of result that is of interest for viscoelastic or combination elastic/viscoelastic waveguides.
Numerical Results
The complex roots of the dispersion equation can be quite difficult to find, due to the fact that the absolute value of the equation changes over many orders of magnitude between roots. Thus, routines such as Müllers method that rely on the slope of the function, tend to extrapolate wildly, finding some roots, but not being able to find all of the roots for a particular frequency of interest. An alternative to traditional root finding routines, is to find the local minima of the absolute value of the dispersion equation ͓4͔. Although the method is computationally inefficient, it tends to reliably find all of the roots of the dispersion equation.
The real and imaginary parts of the complex wave number roots of the dispersion equation can be converted into phase velocity and attenuation values from Eqs. ͑10͒-͑12͒. This alternative representation is important in that the phase velocity values can be directly tied to the means of generating the guided wave, and the attenuation values are directly useful for choosing modes to penetrate a coated structure. The plots of phase velocity versus frequency are termed phase velocity dispersion curves, while the plots of attenuation versus frequency are attenuation dispersion curves.
Attenuation͑dB/m ͒ϭ20 log 10 ͑ e Ϫ1000␣ ͒ (12) Transactions of the ASME In order to calculate the dispersion equation for a particular system of layers, it is necessary to obtain the material constants for each of the materials involved. The material constants are the longitudinal and shear wave velocities, and the material density. For elastic layers, the wave velocities are purely real quantities, while for viscoelastic layers, the wave velocities have an imaginary component. The complex wave velocities for viscoelastic materials are seldom published so it is necessary to measure the quantities. This can be done by measuring velocity and attenuation of longitudinal and shear waves in the material ͓70͔. The material properties for the elastic steel and viscoelastic bitumen coating are shown in Table 1 . The phase velocity and attenuation dispersion curves for a 4-in. schedule 40 steel pipe, coated with 0.006 in. of bitumen are shown in Fig. 2 .
The phase velocity dispersion curve looks quite typical as compared with dispersion curves for a single layer, elastic hollow cylinder. This is likely due to the fact that the viscoelastic coating is thin in comparison with the elastic layer. The attenuation dispersion curve is very interesting in that it shows drastic attenuation changes for the different modes over the frequency range of interest. The two lowest-order modes at low frequency show very good attenuation performance except at the point of the cutoff frequency for the L(0,2) mode. As frequency increases the attenuation of the modes is tending to increase, although there are many specific points along the modes that have quite low attenuation values. These modes have great potential for performing a nondestructive test in a coated pipe.
Experimental Results on Defect Detection in a Clean Pipe
To illustrate the benefits of frequency tuning, a sample problem is given here. A hole defect and seven-hole cluster defect in a clean pipe were insonified with varying frequency. The peak-topeak amplitude response for each frequency was measured and plotted as a function of frequency to identify any preferred frequency ͑ies͒. To perform the experiment, a Matec Explorer II™ 1 tone-burst pulser/receiver was used with a 6-ft long 8-in. schedule 40 stainless steel pipe. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the testing arrangement. Figure 4 shows the Matec Explorer II instrument and a view the 15-element array. Each array element has a 500-kHz transducer mounted on a Plexiglas shoe that is cut to provide a phase velocity of 0.116 in/s or ͑2.95 mm/s͒ and conforms to the curvature of the pipe. Figure 5 shows the ''hole'' defect and the ''cluster'' defect. Figure 6 shows the pipe, seven-hole cluster, and 15-element array. Table 1 Elastic and viscoelastic material properties ter viewing. It is clear from these charts that frequency tuning can optimize the response from either the hole or the cluster. For example, and for this experiment 450 kHz produced the best amplitude response from the cluster and 125 kHz produced the best response from the hole.
Experimental Results From Defect Detection in a Coal Tar-Coated Pipe
In order to apply the knowledge gained from the attenuation dispersion curves, two test samples were prepared. Both samples consisted of a 10.5-ft length of 4-in. schedule 40 steel pipe with a transverse saw cut. The depth of the saw cut was made to 0.150 in. that produces a notch area that is equivalent to 5% of the total cross-sectional area of the pipe wall. A bitumen coating was applied to one of the test samples to an approximate thickness of 0.006 in.
Three modes were chosen from the attenuation dispersion curve to inspect the test samples: the L(0,2) mode at 190 kHz, the L(0,3) mode at 630 kHz, and the L(0,3) mode at 740 kHz ͑see the circled modes on Fig. 2͒ . From the attenuation dispersion curve, the expected result is that the L(0,2) mode at 190 kHz, and the L(0,3) mode at 740 kHz would be good choices for performing an inspection, while the L(0,3) mode at 630 kHz would have unacceptably large attenuation. Figures 10-12 show the test results.
In all results, the echoes shown from left to right are as follows: 1͒ the initial excitation of the transducer; 2͒ the echo from the defect; and 3͒ the echo from the end of the pipe ͑BWE͒. The results are arranged in two columns, one for the clean pipe and one for the coated pipe. The upper results were taken with the same instrument gain to show a comparison of the actual signal strength of the defect and backwall for the two samples. For the lower results, the instrument gain was adjusted to bring the defect signal to 80% of full screen height. Then the defect signal strength can be compared with the baseline noise of the system to see if there was enough strength to resolve the defect from the noise.
As expected, the result showing the least amount of attenuation was the L(0,2) mode at 190 kHz. The gain and signal to noise of the defect was quite similar for both the clean and coated pipes. The results for the L(0,3) mode at 630 kHz are generally unacceptable from a nondestructive point of view, because the signal strength is almost entirely attenuated. Increasing the frequency of excitation to 740 kHz, the L(0,3) again becomes usable, showing some attenuation, but still having excellent signal to noise on the defect. In fact, even though the frequency of operation has almost quadrupled from 190 to 740 kHz, the attenuation and signal to noise of the tests are very similar. Additionally, an interesting observation is that the back-wall is reduced in amplitude from the uncoated case. This is most likely due to mode conversion effects and not due to the presence of the coating. This result demonstrates the importance of having knowledge of the attenuation characteristics of guided waves propagating in a coated structure. Transactions of the ASME It is now quite obvious that there are many low attenuation modes to choose beyond the L(0,2) mode at low frequency.
Concluding Remarks
Great potential exists for the guided wave inspection of piping over long distances from a single probe position. Phase velocity and frequency wave resonance tuning, however, are often essential. Results for a set fixed phase velocity and frequency are not dependable. As a result of tuning, it becomes possible to improve penetration power despite coatings on the pipe and also to be able to detect difficult defect shapes. Theoretical and experimental results show that many choices of mode and frequency can be made to produce a good result. Quite often higher frequencies can have much better penetration power than lower frequencies. 
